Erica Reiner
devoted most of her time, as usual, to the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, working on editing the P Volume.

In October 1994 she gave an invited lecture at Brown University, using the material that is part of her book, Astral Magic in Babylonia, now in press. In March 1995 she read a paper at the annual meeting of the American Oriental Society. The paper that she presented at a conference at the University of South Florida has been published in Religion and the Social Order: What Kinds of Lessons Does History Teach?, edited by Jacob Neusner.

The third fascicle of Babylonian Planetary Omens, written in collaboration with David Pingree, has been accepted for publication by Styx Publications in The Netherlands.

One of her contributions to colleagues' anniversary volumes has now appeared in the Festschrift für Wolfram Freiherrn von Soden (Von Alten Orient zum Alten Testament, Volume 240).

She continues to serve on the Library Board, which determines policy for the libraries at the University of Chicago.